We welcome the renewals of PFC S Henry Frankle and of Ernest Griebel from our Members Service Fund. Good luck to you both.

**DX CALENDAR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>CALL</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>KCS</th>
<th>CLUB</th>
<th>TIME ALL EWT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FEB 26</td>
<td>KONP</td>
<td>Port Angeles</td>
<td>Wash</td>
<td>NRC</td>
<td>4:00 - 5:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR 27</td>
<td>CBH</td>
<td>Halifax</td>
<td>N.S.</td>
<td>NRC</td>
<td>4:00 - 5:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR 28</td>
<td>CFGP</td>
<td>Grande Prairie</td>
<td>Alta</td>
<td>NRC</td>
<td>2:30 - 3:30 AM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KONP-PORT ANGELES WASH.** A letter from Chief Engineer, Joseph P. Ernst of KONP advises they are now on the air having started on Feb 3 1945. At present they are conducting tests each morning with RCA of San Francisco from 4:30 to 4:45 AM EWT. KONP is the northwestern most station in USA and is known as "The Voice of the Olympic Peninsula". Their antenna utilizes a giant fir tree from the Olympic National Park. A clear channel is the prospect for this program and we know all our members will welcome the opportunity to try for this newest station in the nation. Send reports to Mr. Joseph P. Ernst, Chief Engineer. Arranged by R Cooper.

**CBH-HALIFAX N.S.** This station is owned and operated by the CBC and uses 250 watts on 1240 kcs. A new station also, so it will be a target for all our members and we hope conditions permit the west coasters to pick up this program. Our thanks go to Mr. S.R. Kennedy, Program Division for consenting to this special transmission. Reports should be addressed to Radio Station CBH, United Service Bldg., 100 Sackville St., Halifax, Nova Scotia. Arranged by Richard H Cooper.

**CFGP-GRANDE PRAIRIE ALTA.** "The Alaska Highway Station--1350 kcs and with 1000 watts" This friendly station has been heard occasionally on regular schedule despite interference from WADC. For this DX program the channel will be clear and CFGP should easily be heard from coast to coast. Report to Gordon H. Cummings who advises the show "will go on as scheduled unless something unforeseen turns up and they will look forward to hearing from many NRCers in all parts of the land. Arranged by Richard H Cooper.

**Letter From WAGM**

Our fire of the 19th was quite disastrous to WAGM since it completely destroyed all of our studio equipment and business offices. In addition it completely destroyed our transmitter which was located in the same building. In other words we had a 100% cleanout. However we were able to return to the air 9 days after this fire and are broadcasting on a limited wattage somewhere around 40 or 50 watts with broadcast facilities that are made up mostly of ham equipment. You should by all means urge all DX fans who heard our last DX program to write again for verifications as of course this will be the last DX program put out by WAGM at its former location. A new 250 watt transmitter has been purchased and we anticipate increasing our power to that wattage when we again return to the air under normal schedule. Would appreciate notifying Cooper that the verification cards he so generously sent were also destroyed and would appreciate a new batch. You might mention that the volume strength at that time was 100 watts. Even if we cant work out a DX on our present wattage, we might have one when our new equipment is in operation.
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KCS CALL REMARKS

600 CFCF Montreal,Que s/on at 6:59 with Rule Britannia. (E Cooper)

610 WCLE Cleveland, O will definitely become delete yourself on 24th Saturday Feb 24th at s/off according to the C.E. (Bill Gabriel)

630 CFCY Charlottetown, P E I, The Island Broadcasting Co., Ltd., 85 Kent St. is 1 KW nights and 5 KW days (CBC)

640 WHKK Akron, O began testing Feb 4th and will take the air on Sunday Feb 25th with MBS programs. Studios are at 51 West State St. (Gabriel and Jananas) Als info from E Cooper)

ZNS Nassau, Bahamas has religious program at 7:17 PM, often knocks WHKC right out of the picture. (E Cooper)

680 KPO San Francisco, Calif s/off at 5AM Sundays (E Cooper)

880 WABC New York, N Y Sked now 5AM-2AM. Sundays on at 6AM (E Cooper)

890 WHNC Henderson, N C will begin testing in about 3 weeks according to S S Stevenson, Pres. QRA, P.O. Box 104 (Gabriel)

910 KZKA Greely, Colo hrd on 2/7 from 3:15-3:29 AM s/off with equip- ment test. (Harold Howard)

1290 WCOO Cincinnati, O is another alimiter I believe, hrd 2 nights in a row along with WCOL-WITH-WJOB. (Wow) (Gabriel)

1240 KFJB Marshalltown, Ia hrd on 2/9 from 5-5:10AM s/off with test (Howard, Lippincott, who signed your recent verie from this one?? (Hey you guys will you send your VERIE LISTS to MARSH BLANCHARD, and then ask him for the signers, its a lot faster and saves this space-Your Editor) (Gabriel)

1290 KVOA Tucson, Ariz s/off at 3:15 AM MON after carrying Old Fashioned Revival Hour" (E Cooper) And 3 AM other days (Edge)

1340 WRHI Rock Hill, S C checks EVERY MON from 2:15-2:30 AM EWT, as per card signed by J Beaty, Manager, to Al Maley.

1400 WFOR Hattiesburg, Miss checked 2nd THURS 4-4:15 AM (Johanns)

1450 WDWS Champlain, Ill checked 2/14 from 5:15-5:30 AM EWT and they announced it as reg freq check. (Johanns)

1450 KRBC Abilene, Tex. Verie signed by J B Casey, C E. (Those signers)

KONP Pt Angeles, Wash now on air, hrd with test and s/on at 6:30 AM PWT (Barrett) Hrd on 2/7 with freq check from 4:30-4:46 AM Came in here very clear, were R-7 and easily read over WWDC most of time (Howard)

KGLU Safford, Ariz also carries Old Fashioned Revival Hour and they s/off on MON AM at 3:15 AM EWT and in clear. (E Cooper)

1490 WDMX Columbia, S C Information double card was returned by the P.O. stamped "Unclaimed" and "Not In Directory" (Gabriel)

1450 WDBC Escanaba, Mich will test FEB 21st 2-2:15 AM EWT (DeRosa)

1540 XENW El Heraldo del Bajo, S de R L Av Hidalgo No 8, Celaya, Gto., Mexico. Signer is Pedro C Rivas, Gerente. (Reiley)

LEFTY COOPER-BROOKLYN N Y Well here I am, still alive. Recent veries are from CJRL-CFBN-CFBR-WMOH. Recent catches were WAGM DX and 1 or 2 others. 2/3 nothing much logged, but KXEL was on seemingly all AM testing. 2/12 A pretty good AM, I logged 6 new ones. 1st was XELZ which is currently everybody's favorite, it seems. Then KODY mixed who never verified from their DX of Oct. Also KGLU at 3-3:15 with Revival Hour and s/off at 3:16 AM. Had choice of KGLU or KVOA, both new ones and I took KGLU. Also WGC-WINK on checks and rpte WTCH on swell DX. They did all right against WHBQ. Then hrd KFI being held down by carrier and holding on I hrd announcement that it was WHKK testing with 1 KW. WCAX and WWSR checks from 2-2:15 and the checks on 1240 kc as in Maleys list. WKY test at 4:37 for minute thought it might be KTKN (Oh Lefty you dreamer) These all come on at 5; WADC-WJR-WMNN-WJHD-WBT and someone on 910 maybe WRNL. Had another swell but too brief visit from Len Kruse. He looks very good which speaks well for the Army Doctors. I guess they make em strong out in Iowa. (Welcome Lefty)
BILL GABRIEL JR.-LAKWOOD CO DX has picked up quite a bit here with the result that reports have gone out to WJHP-WOAI-WGNC-WJOB-WCLE-WJROL-KEVR-WHAT-WKBB-KTAR-KFYR and WWSA. Letter veries in from KWLC-KEV in longhand-ZNS-WJHP-KTMS on beautiful stationery-WOAI-WCLE and the swell letter of WGNC's and nice cards from ZNS-WWLS. Got WCLE out of the way, although I felt like a fool sending em a report. Sent follow ups to KVOP-WMBH-KMAC, while over due reports are still out to WBUT-WAGM-KWAT-KORE. Have just about given up on KRBC-KGNC-ZESM. Funny how the latter verifies some reports and not others. CHUM's advertising campaign in Toronto includes the slogan, "Hi Chun What's cooking on 1050?" Station issued glass tumblers with this on to all prospective advertisers at Xmas.

BILL BARRETT-DENVER COLO Well here is just a short note to let you guys know I am still alive and DXing although havent sent a report for many moons. Missed 99% of the specials. I will be 18 next 3/20 and have been studying up to pass a Navy Radar test. Think I will be able to finish school however and after I'm 18 I will have a little extra time, despite school. As to DX I havent received a verie for a long time, the last being CJRL. Here is a catch for some of you super DXers to try for; CJAT, Trail B.C. They are here heres s/ogg at 2:30 AM with KFRC-WTP QRK. While on 510 can anyone tell me what Canadian I heard on 2/4 s/off at 3:30. On 1/14 Hrd CJVI s/off at 3:01; WAKR good at Mdt on 1/6 and still good to fair now; KFEC logged on 1/17 an R-6-8 here at 5PM EWT. They have hill billy music. HELP can anyone tell me whose carrier I hrd on 1/21 on 1160 kcs with music, they were hrd here very weak, also on 1/21 R-5-6 carrier with extremely weak mucas on 1775 kcs at about 4:15-4:20 AM EWT. 2/2 Cuban & XEX hrd battling it out on 730 kc with occasional QRK from Montreal, cant think of call right now; At 11:35 XEX cal clearly hrd here end many times, Juarez on 1420 hrd an R-8 on 2/4 with popular recordings and announceents in Mexican and English, s/off at 3:19 AM EWT. 2/4 WJOB hrd at 3:32 with dedications, was R-6-7 Q4 with medium QRK, another alnite station, 0 Joy; Spick testing on either 960 or 970 at 3:24 with R-4-5; What station did I hear on 2/4 on 1410 with recorded mucas, like a 24 hour station at 3:32. Also what Spick on 1370 at 3:20; WCAZ hrd R-7 on 2/10 s/off test at 4:15 with woman announcer. They over rode WJMJ before latter s/off; KNP in Port Angeles, Wash hrd with test at 4:39 and announced they would return at 5:30 their time. First new station I've hrd for a long time; KOAC hrd on reg check.

JOE-ENZ-BROOKLYN NY Veries in from KTAQ and WTMA, latter sent my letter back stamped Verified. Wonder what became of CJRL-CKGN-CKVD, all on NRC specials out since Nov. CKRC out over 3 weeks also. Mail is coming in slow Got a letter from Bob Shaffer from WWDC and he sure is a swell guy, he's an old DXer himself and pulled in JOAK, Tokyo, Japan a couple times on the bob about 15 years ago. To bad WHEQ-WWWS-WJBD couldn't have someone like him so we could get some of our DXes thru. Well on DX ZNS coming in better than last few months. Tried for KFAF and believe I hrd him weak Sun 2/4 but WOR is all over the dial. However am sure I can get him in one of these AMs. KEVR also long aove due.

GENE ALLEN-VALLEJO CALIF DXing here has been spasmodic due to working long hours. Am getting set for a post war receiver and am especially interested in the Hammarlund Super Pro and would like to correspond with DXers that use this receiver. Would like to purchase at present time a RME-LF-90 (low freq inverter) that tunes from 90 to 550 kcs and if some DXer would want to part with it. Recent veries here are 2NZ-1170 kcs in Inverell, Aust back in a little over 2 months-WTSP-KOCY-WHBB. Still have about 60 unanswered reports out, most of which are overdue and represent 20% of reports sent. 80% verified in last year. KFAF & KGU have been hrd as early as 1:15 AM EWT recently. Spanish airmail report to TIBAS.
RALPH "BUGS" JOHANNES-BUFFALO, N.Y. Hi gang-still riding along with old 10 tube Silvertone of 35 vintage-4 bands and sometimes I plug in an extra one when they come in as double headers, like TUES 3/13, use one with the West antenna and the other with North-South antenna and was able to keep check on WHKC testing from 2-3:30 on 610 kcs with WIP off and WCAU carrying WIP's Pep Boys on till 4AM when they s/off saying they would return at 3:30 AM next day with Pep Boys; From 3:35-3:50 WIOD came on 610 kcs for a freq check, then at 4 AM WIP came back on but seemed much weaker than usual. This was swell for me reported K TAR from 2:15-3 AM s/off. Tried hard to hear Betty on Club Special but WCOL-WITH and WJOB our new friend, let me get only 3 faint calls. Sent a Tnx card. Then got K TOK from 4:45-5AM, then WB TM busted in for a loud half hour till 5:30, so got a cup of coffee and then WM BR on 1400 for check from 5:49-5:58 when WCOS & WKWK came on with reg sked and WMBR continued on with their reg sked at 6AM.

3/12 Was busy after getting reports down for WILM-WWSR from 2:04-2:18 and they came in swell, hope it will be same for club special. Then WCLS from 9:10-3:35, and WTM C for Club, last half hour here in downtown Brío was good but wavy like, maybe because I was getting more snow than Pop Edge. KRBC 4:55-5:05; WMBH on 5:22-5:35 for 21 calls, (why diant I learn shorthand) KABC from 5:35-5:50 for good measure. WHP on 1460 from 6-6:30 and CJBC 7-7:30 and between hrd WBIR-WBML-WGAC and KABR for a reminder card and unanswered reports. Received cards from KBEC-WSOY-WAOV and letters from WLDS-KVOA-WMAL-WGRC-KHMO a swell letter by Kenneth Guthrie, eng also at KORU Hannibal Police. The fastest distant answer as yet is from KICA sent 2/5 and back on 2/12, by the Official BULL SLINGER, Norm Petty, as he calls himself. On 3/10 hrd KOMO-KWBC-KYSM and on 3/9 Hrd WJPF-WCB I-WFPG from 3:50-4 and WBTH. 3/14 Am going to sleep for there is another blizzard snowing Bflo in deeper, we now go up stairs to look out the front door. HI Marsh.

STANWOOD MORSE-BRADFORD, MASS. Not much to report from here but here goes; Reports out to WHKK and CT2AJ on SW. also to VONF-KBLU-KPOF-WKBU-CBV and varies in from KELZ-KACS-KWLC for a Feb 1944 report-KEBM-WKAM-WOMB-TWOD-WCZ- WCOL-KYSO. WJOB a week 3rd here on 1230 kcs. WHKK hrd on 2/11 at 5 AM testing with announcements; WJZ gives up 24 hour service as of Feb 18 and the new sked is 6AM-2AM next day according to Broadcasting; Lets hope about 20 more get the idea and go off.

THOMAS F CARBERRY JR AM3/C USS MARCUS ISLAND V-2 DIV % Fleet POST OFFICE SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF I know I'm quite a stranger to these columns but I just wanted to let you know I was still alive and kicking, mostly kicking only we call it gripping. Been very busy for the past few months so my correspondence has taken a decided drop but I take this opportunity to say hello. Of course my DXing is nil but I've heard a lot of these American Expeditionary stations which would be swell catches in the states. We also get a kick out of listening to Tokyo Rose which is as funny as a Bob Hope program. It's supposed to be propaganda but it's full of laughs. Recent operations have taken me to Leyte plus the Naval Battle there, which was full of excitement and things I don't hope to see again. The latest operation was at Lingayen, no fun either. Well that's all from here, so best wishes to you all. (OK Junior and lots of good wishes and good luck from us all)

LEO HERZ-36625308 L1st AIRBORNE SIGNAL CO APC 472 % POSTMASTER NEW YORK CITY, N.Y. Just a line to let you boys know that I am OK, since getting to the continent with the exception of accumulated mail during the move. Got the bulletins since first of year. Heard from Steen who is some where in France and he would like to hear from you. I too will appreciate any mail, so what say boys a letter from you?? what say boys, DO WRITE.
C.E. SLEICHTER-DELR PASO HOTS-CALIF  Another new one, KOPN on 1450 kcs on 2/4 with first broadcast, listened 12:05-2 to them, came thru KSAN an R5 and after 1AM in clear it really boomed in. QRA Mr. J P Ernest, c.e. 313 W 1st St., said it was a DX program and wanted letters. Use a Fir Pole for antenna, another reason for wanting verie. Announce as most Northwestern station in US, was on till 2AM; XEAA at 11 PM; KDB 3-3:30 with late program; CJAT 3-3:30 late program; KTRB 3:30-3:45; KYOS 3:30-3:40 both with maintenance tests; CKMO has returned to air, announce as on air Sat nite till 1 AM which would be 4AM SUN AM. 

PHIL NICHOLS-E HARTFORD CONN  Many thanks to Bill Gabriel and also to Jack Stinson of WTOM for that swell program this morning which I got alomst in its entirety while at work, using a small 5 tube set of unknown make, and only 5 feet of aerial inside a 2 ft stone wall. I came thru swell and sending complete report. Sure glad to get that one as tried last year and couldn't hear a thing. No new veries, not much to report. WWSR f/c hrd also OK 2-2:15 with marvles, very loud. Not reported tho. WTOM over rode WHBQ the whole hour. While 10 above there it was 23 above here. 12 reports out, veries very slow in coming back.

DAVE THOMAS-PROCTORVILLE O  To BRISTOW, your station on 1450 is KGLU. To MORRISON; - GOUSMP is network initials og group of Government stations, operating on many frequencies. Some of the individual call letters are, UORN-00N-00HT etc. They are like CBS or NBC in this country, or like the BBC in England. GOUSMP 660 kcs; GOUSMP 1420ckcs etc would compare with BBC on 660 or BBC on 1476 kcs. Hope this answers your question as to what it is, that you asked thru bulletin. (It is the initials for the network which operates in ARTIC REGIONS ONLY. To GUSTAFSON What model receiver do you use?? Has any fellows seen or used the SCOTT MARINE MODEL SL-11 or any other of this series???? May get one, but would like data on them first. Not doing much DX just now, even missed WTOM on NBC.

GRANT BATSON-WESTFIELD N Y  DX has been scattered the last week to the 4 winds. 10 reports; 2/5 KRDO; 2/8 WMSL-WGCN-KWOS-KGFS; 2/10 While trying for Calif station tuned to KPDS on 600 at 3AM and on 601 got a report to CRR, the first time; I ever heard him, 3-3:18 s/off; 2/11 WCHV on 1240 the change over from 1450 at 2:30-3 AM and how much longer I dont know. A prize of a bundle of apples for most distant report; 2/12 WTOM on special and did a fairly good job of covering WHBQ, also KABR and WMBH using only voice and static very bad. However KABR was Q5 R9 plus. Veries come in slow as usual, KUSD-KOH-KGNO-WLDS-WPAB. Would an IRC be any good in that Brazil report on Feb 20th? Or what shall I use. Hope I can land this one. If I get it and CRR I will feel well repaid.

PAT REILLY-JAMESTOWN N Y  2/7 West coasters all good but KPAS and they sound like a 100 watter alongside KBJS with their 500 watts; 2/8 not up today, have a cold; 2/9 West coasters all good, CMCB on 1330 most of AM; KGEM also good after 3; KPAS caught and sounded like a 250 watter here. WBLK-WFG-WGAV caught and WTAL all as in Maleys list; 2/10 Caught WHTD at s/off; CMX on 1010 till 1:33 s/off; KANS on check at 2:17; WQBC freq check 2:30-2:45; KPAC on their check at 2:50; KTRB on 860 kc caught at 3:16 to 3:48 when I fell asleep, they was good R-6 here; Still have reports out to 22 new stations heard and 10 out for dupes. How do yous guys get them back?? WMGA verie back in 6 days after mailing it out; 2/11 Was not up at all; 2/12 WTOM hrd but in poor shape; KRBC-KABR as in Alis list; XENC back today QRA in FREC Prolific, nice letter from the BBC in England thanking me for my reports but regretted that they couldnt verify because of rebroadcasts by other stations.

RAY "POP" EDGE-BUFFALO N Y  Well not many reports sent out, but did get one to WTOM in their DX. Veries back from KTAR-KVOA-WBTA who say they have no regular check period. Still plenty of reports out, no answers.
Have your next listing in to Norm Maguire, 1210 E Grand, Albuquerque, N. Mex not later than March 7 1945, to be listed in the March 17th issue. And remember they must be listed as such CALL-KCS LOCATION-POWER USED and DATE VERIFIED. Please do as asked.

F C C and W B P. by Bill Gabriel Jr.

During these war times, the WBP must pass all station grants given by the FCC. This is done by the Radio & Radar Division of the WBP. Providing a station is deleted by this division, its licensees have the right to appeal this action to the construction bureau of the WBP and if he proves that his station will be a service to the war effort, the construction bureau over rules the Radio & Radar decision and the station goes ahead with its CP. Both KALL and KNAK did this. KALL proved its point while KNAK showed its construction was costing under the $200 limitation (which does not require approval) and was there fore given the green light also. Last week WNXE of Macon, Ga was denied its CP, but again it proved the same as KNAK and are now going ahead with their CP. The duo-action on the Sacramento CPs is now being contended with both stations claiming at least one should be given the OK. Station grants in Petersburg, Va and Harrisburg, Pa are also being contended at this time. I might add that all new station grants since the year's beginning are issued only conditionally by the FCC due to the WBP's action. I'd like to explain to several of the boys about the FCC news in the bulletin. Because this is listed, it doesn't mean the stations are operating that way. (Continued on Page 7)
Gabriels dope on FCC-WPB Cont. They have just been given CP's by the FCC and must give construction work. Even a simple change in frequency (like WFVA and WCHV) may take quite a while. WCHV has completed their work ahead of WFVA, but that just goes to show how irregular work of that sort is in war-time. I'll say now that all FCC news is subject to change at any time. I hope this clears up some of the strange "goings ons" in the F C C and W P B.

DONALD A. WATTENBARGER ARM 3/C
VT-32 % FLEET POST OFFICE
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF

I finally got a little bit of DX in.
Well had my receiver back in my possession for about a week, it really was good to twist
a dial again. Didn't listen on BCB very
much, but really had a good time on S.W. The other day while flying
over Monterey, I hrd KDYA at 10 AM. Sent the C.B. a letter letting him
know about it. I guess he can use it. It sure surprised me, nothing
like that has ever happened to me before. We were flying at 8000 ft using
a 23 ft antenna—receiver was the equivalent of a Hallicrafter's "Sky-
Buddy". Do any of you fellows happen to know Gordon Lings address? His
old QRA was 36 Bridge St. E., Bellville, Ont, Canada. I guess I lost tract
of him (haven't written him for over 2 years) If anyone knows his QRA it
would be very much appreciated if you would drop me a card at the above
QRA. Here I sit on my first 15 hour watch, but flat it dull. At least I am
getting caught up on my correspondence. (Signor for KPO is D. Hewitt,
QRA is NBC Inc, Radio City, Taylor & O'Farrell Sts—San Francisco 2 Cal.
This from Johannes)

CPL LEN KRUSE—FT MONMOUTH N J
Several evenings ago while visiting Lefty
Cooper in Brooklyn, I logged 2 new ones for the log and both in the same
city, namely WOSU and WHKC, which was a coincidence. Several days before
that I logged WAYS for first-time behind WIP. The latest in veeries were
CFMY which I enjoy having in the file, others were WILM—WJTN—WMVA and a
verie letter and station stamp from WGBI. In the WILM verie letter it was
stated their freq check is 2nd MON from 2:45—3 AM. My latest official check
of my log is 896 logged and 596 verified. (Note Wheeler)

HAROLD HOWARD—WAPAKONETA 0
We have done quite a bit of DXing since my
last report. 2/7 reported to KONP (see freq frolics) and was I glad to hear them. Sure hope they verify. Have asked them if this is a regular
check? Other reports are to KROY on 2/5 and I received their verie already
today, a very attractive card; KSZN—WROL—KPKA (see Freq Frolic) CKRC—
WNAX—KFJB—KASA—WBN—WJHP—KYSM—WOMT—KMBG—CLKW—WTRY—WBAA—WKAR—KFBB—WFMG—
KABC—KRBC and managed to get a pretty fair report to WTCM on the special
 thru heavy QRM and QRM. But even with the heavy interference, their sig-
nals came through in much better shape than on last years DX. Veries received this week are: WCXS—KFDM—WBC—WJAG—WHKY—KNOE and signed by Howard E
Griffith, c.e./ZNS—WROX—KTYW finally after waiting 3 months. (OK Harold
now send those signers to Blanchard—4035 Prairie Ave., Brookfield, Ill)

CLARENCE BURGHAM—GLOUCESTER MASS
Have been in contact with Wagner on
the Honor Roll and he is all set to go. This contest should give the
boys in the Service a chance to enter; Page-Mann-Siringer etc. It could
be easily made a permanent fixture—hope so anyway. Well have nailed a
few new ones lately. Only verie is a nice letter from WINN; PR23—1180 kc
was hrd on 1/31—2/1 and 2/2 s/off at 11 PM with "Auld Lang Syne" (Well
at last I see how that darn song title is spelled—Ray) Was R 8—9 on 1/31.
Sent 1/2 hour report airmail: 2/5 WAGE at 6 AM news; WMVA at 6:30 AM s/on;
WCRS in background; 2/6 WSLS s/on with news at 5:58 AM; WFOY on at 600
6:05 AM; WJTN on at 6:30 with religious program; 2/7 WMFR on 6:15 AM with
religious program; WJNO at s/on at 6:30 AM; 2/8 WMBR at s/on at 6:46; 2/10
KLO off at 2:05; Maleys 1st wrong here—KANS—1240 kc checked 2:15—2:30;
KPAC—1250 kc checked 2:50—3:00; WFMG on till 2 AM daily; XXXCONT.PAGE 8
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CLARENCE BURNHAM Cont 2/11 WMAT-1340 checked 1:30 AM; WISH off at 1:30 AM; WCHV test program at 2 AM still on at 3:20 AM asking for reports on new freq of 1240 kcs. A bushel of apples to most distant report. FOR BILL STONE, WOCB sked 7:30 AM to 11:30 PM. Anyone know when WHOT checks???

GENE ALLEN-VALLEJO CALIF-128 60 TO ST- recent varies here from 2N2-XELO-WTSP-WHUF-CTY-WHBB. Reports out to 75 stations now. Recent new stations are KTBC-WLDS-WMOH-WGRC-YV1RF-WSJS-WCAZ-WOMT-KONP. KONP hrd at 4:33 AM EWT on 2/10 testing from Pt Angeles, Wash on 1450 kcs. KTBC was hrd to s/off at 3:30 on 2/3 from their freq check. Hope to tune WTCM on NRC DX but WEIS probably no go on account KGJF too much tooomove. (Note Gene's QRA appears at the top of this report so any of you fellows that have some info that he asks for on Page 3 kindly sent it to him-Ray)

JOE DEROSA-ST CHARLES MO How about your Canadian members keeping in the forground and letting us know the date of the Canadian election so we can really hit some of those northern stations. I imagine plenty of the boys could use many of them and this might be their chance. We will not have the US stations to contend with in this time. Just hrd CJC and CBO. 2X WRHI was fb on freq check this AM. (OK Joe and very glad to hear from you and see that you can get in a little DXing.-Ray)

PVT NORM KENODE-PORP FIELD N C Well since it looks as if I'll be shov ing off soon send my bulletins to my home. (If you will let us know your QRA as soon as you can your bulletin will follow you overseas. However this is up to you, if you would rather have them sent home its OK here, but because you go over seas is no reason that your bulletin would not be sent to you there, so let us know--and lots of good luck from us all and best wishes-Ray) I've sure enjoyed reading all the reports and watching the progress of the NRCs. I have 402 varies as a result of one year of DX. My regards to all the boys.

John W Craig Jr. S 1/C RM
CFWC Flag Radio
Naval Air Station
San Diego 35, Calif.

SGT James McGregor 35312137
Regt'1 Hqts 317th Inf
APO 80 % Postmaster
New York City, N.Y.

Harold G Pfitzer ART 1/C 613-08-05
Barracks # 6 Training Division
N A T C Ward Island
Corpus Christi, Texas.

Well what say you boys at home, why not drop those men in Service a letter, they will really appreciate it a lot, you can be sure of that. Just put yourself in their place. It wouldn't be so nice not to receive and mail from your Club members, would it?? Any QRA upon request.

And remember, Please send those Varie Signers to Marshall Blanchard, 4035 Prairie Ave., Brookfield. Many reports are unanswered and once in a while you will see where some member has received a varie from that station, so if every one send in his varie signers, then the others can get them by writing Marsh and enclosing either a card for reply or a 3¢ stamp. So some boys dont put it off any longer.

Harold Wagner-RD #1 Culbertson Drive-No Girard, Pa asks that you who enter the Foreign BCB Contest submit your entry(ies as follows; like this FREQ CALL if any LOCATION DATE VERIFIED. This must be followed.